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Abstract. In this paper, we investigate whether the social roles of dialogue participants can be recognized through the social actions performed
by the participant in their interactions with others in the group. Specifically we focus on determining if a participant is the leader of the group.
We decompose the problem into identifying the social goals for participant discourse segments. These social goals are represented through a
set of eleven psychologically-motivated social acts. We then model leadership using a sociological-inspired model called social rank which takes
into account the social capital accumulated by the participant over the
course of a single dialogue. We explore these models in task-oriented dialogues communicated in English, Arabic, and Chinese and show that
the incorporation of social rank can improve precision of detecting the
leader by 14% in English, 8% in Arabic, and 4% in Chinese.
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Introduction

Leaders in task-oriented groups provide guidance, push for success, and facilitate
discussion. The group affords a leader power granting the leader influence and
status within and over the group. Identification of group leaders and leadership
qualities is an important first-step in understanding the power structure of a
group.
Much attention has been given to pure network-based approaches (e.g. PageRank [1]) to determining the power and influence an individual wields within an
online community [2, 3]. Recently, work in natural language processing has begun
addressing the question of power in dialogue through analysis of the messages
exchanged between individuals [4–7].
In this paper we examine a method for determining who the leader of a
group is using the interactions contained within a single dialogue. We determine
the leader through examination of the social actions performed by the dialogue
participants as evidenced through the linguistic expressions they employ. Using
these social actions, we rank participants using a metric we call Social Rank
which is roughly based on the sociological theories of social capital and group
stratification. We define Social Rank as the honor and prestige afforded to an
individual by others in the group which increases their status and power within
and over the group. We explore how Social Rank can improve over baseline and

machine learning approaches for determining the leader in dialogues communicated in English, Arabic, and Chinese.
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Sociological Roots of Social Capital and Social Rank

The social rank of an individual is the honor and prestige afforded them by
others in the group. We base our idea of social rank on the theories of group
stratification formulated by Max Weber [8]. Weber’s Three-component theory
of stratification examines how wealth, power, and prestige work together in determining the social power of an individual [8]. Weber defines wealth as the
economic resources available to an individual. Prestige is defined as the respect
a person is afforded by their status or position. The final aspect of Weber’s theory is power. Power can come via a variety of ways. Realizations of power come
in two main types, formal power (power given to an individual by an authority)
and informal power (power based on an individual’s characteristics, e.g. expertise, skills; [9]). In the case of identifying the leader, we are looking for power
over the task and discussion of the group.
One way in which social wealth and prestige can be determined is through an
individual’s social capital. Social capital originates from the field of Sociology. A
variety of definitions for social capital can be found in literature. The definition
of particular interest to task-oriented discourse and leadership revolves around
the role that cooperation and trust play in the collective results of the group.
We base our definition of social capital on Coleman [10], who describes social
capital as an employable resource of individuals. He states that social capital
is gained through the changing relations of individuals and in particular those
changes that cause action. Coleman describes three forms of social capital: (1)
Obligation, (2) Information, and (3) Norms and Effective Sanctions.
Obligation based social capital is gained by performing an action for another
where there is an expectation and trust that the other person will repay the
action. An individual is able to collect on the social capital they gained at some
point in the future, i.e. “call in a favor.” Information based social capital arises
when one uses their network to gain information, or expert knowledge, about
a topic. For example, someone interested in technology, but who does not have
the time to keep up with the latest trends, might use their friends to gain information. Unlike the obligation form of social capital, information-based social
capital has no expectation of being repaid in the future. Coleman’s final form
of social capital relates to the social norms and effective sanctions that govern
an individual’s actions. One of the more powerful forms of norms arises when
individuals act in the interest of the group instead of their own self-interest. The
rewards for adhering to this norm are often increased status, honor, and social
support. In the case of task-oriented groups this may be an increase in power or
even leadership.
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Computational Model of Social Capital and Social
Rank for Dialogue

An individual’s desire to reach their goals drives their predisposition to belong
to a group. A negotiation is performed between group members over the social
identity they assume within the group, which in the process transforms individual collaborators into a collective and cooperative group [11]. Based on these
social identities, individuals communicate and make social contacts within their
negotiated role. The social contacts affect individual and group productivity [12].
Furthermore, individuals build social capital based on the amount and type of
contact they make whilst in the group.
3.1

Social Actions

While the social contacts made by individuals in social networks are often explicit
through friending, liking, disliking, etc., in dialogue they are more likely to be
manifested through linguistic expressions of social intentions. We label the social
intentions of an utterance using social acts. Social acts are pragmatic speech acts
that signal a dialogue participant’s social intentions.
For calculation of social capital and social rank we have defined three categories of social acts: Cooperation, Support, and Hostility. Cooperation and support are designed to roughly capture the three forms of social capital discussed in
section 2. Cooperation is captured through the social acts of agreement, offering
gratitude, mediation, and solidarity. Support is captured through agreement,
group affordance, solidarity, and supportive behavior [13]. Finally, hostility is
used to capture the lack of prestige, social wealth, and power and individual has
within the group. Hostility is captured through social actions of undermining,
disrespect, relationship conflict, task conflict, and challenges of credibility. We
use the same definitions of and methodology for identification of these social acts
in text as [14, 15].
3.2

Social Capital

Based on Coleman’s [10] work, we have defined a measure of social capital based
on the actions performed by individuals in a single dialogue. In particular, we
posit that individuals who have higher levels of interactivity, cooperation, and
support will have higher amounts of social capital. Furthermore, an individual’s
social capital is increased by the capital they can collect from others due to
obligations, support, etc. More formally, we calculate social capital (SCap) for
an individual Pi as:

SCap(Pi ) = α · I(Pi ) + β · C(Pi ) +

δ·

P

Pj ∈A(Pi )

(S(Pj , Pi ) · SCap(Pj ))
N −1

(1)

where N is the total number of dialogue participants; I(Pi ) is the level of interactivity participant Pi had with the group; C(Pi ) is the amount of cooperation

Pi had toward the group; S(PJ , Pi ) is the amount of support participant Pj
showed toward participant Pi ; and A(Pi ) is the set of participants who made
more affordances than detractions to Pi . The α, β, and δ parameters control the
effect of the individual components (interactivity, cooperation, and support) on
the social capital.
Increased interaction is one mechanism to build prestige and is needed to
gain obligation and information based social capital. Moreover, we posit that
a leader should have more interaction with group as they need to control the
group toward their outcome. I(Pi ) is the interactivity of Pi which captures the
breadth of a participant’s interaction with the group and is calculated as:
P
Pj 6=Pi Reply(Pi , Pj )
(2)
I(Pi ) =
N
where Reply(Pi , Pj ) means that there exists a turn (t) in which participant Pi
was the speaker and Pi was directing their message toward PJ (the target).
While groups require a small level of conflict to be there most productive
[16], it is generally agreed that cooperative groups are more likely to reach their
goals than non-cooperative ones [17]. As such, we posit that a leader is someone
who shows more signs of being cooperative than not. C(Pi ) is the amount of
cooperation Pi shows towards other group members and is calculated as:
PT
C(Pi ) =

t=1 (Speaker(Pi , t)

· Caction (t)

TPi

(3)

where Speaker(Pi , t) returns 1 if Pi is the speaker of turn t, Caction (t) is the
number of social acts indicative of cooperation at turn t, T is the total number
of turns in the dialogue, and Tpi is the total number of turns by Pi the dialogue.
The affordance of power, or support of power, by group members to an individual is a sign of that individual’s power. Moreover, with these affordances
comes social capital with which an individual can borrow against. We capture
these affordances through signs of support from a participant Pj to Pi for participants in the set A(Pi ). A participant Pj belongs to set A(Pi ) when the total
number of times Pj employs a positive (cooperative or supportive) social act
is more than they employ a negative (hostile) social act toward Pi , where cooperative, supportive, and hostile are defined in section 3. In other words, the
participants in set A are those for whom Pi can gain social capital.
S(Pj , Pi ) is the amount of support a participant Pj ( in set A(PI )) shows
towrd Pi and is calculated as:
PT
S(Pj , Pi ) =

t=1 (Speaker(Pj , t)

· T arget(Pi , t) · Saction (t))
TPj

(4)

where T arget(Pi , t) returns 1 if Pi is the target (i.e. who the utterance was
directed toward) for turn t and Saction (t) is the number of social acts indicative
of support at turn t.
Calculating social capital is done using an iterative algorithm, similar to that
used for PageRank [1] which is shown in figure 1.

Iterative Method for Calculating Social Capital
1: Initialize SCap for each Person Pi at turn t = 0 to α · I(Pi ) + β · C(Pi )
2: k = 0
3: do
4:
k =k+1
P
δ·

5:

SCap(Pi ; t = k) = α · I(Pi ) + β · C(Pi ) +

6: until

P
Pi

SCap(Pi ; t = k) −

P
Pi

Pj ∈A(Pi )

(S(Pj ,Pj )·SCap(Pi ;t=k))
N −1



(Pi ; t = k − 1) < 

Fig. 1. The iterative method for calculating social capital

The calculation of social capital begins with each participant Pi in the dialogue having an initial value equal to their interactivity and cooperation with the
group. The algorithm then performs a number of iterations updating the social
capital value for each Pi based on the social capital of the other participants in
set A(Pi ). The process completes when the total social capital for the group at
iteration k changes less than  from the total social capital at iteration k − 1.
3.3

Social Rank

Joining social capital with the concepts of Weber [8], we define social rank as a
metric for determining power, prestige, and status within in a group. Within the
confines of virtual online groups (excluding those taking part in a game, such as
World of Warcraft), economic resources, as are traditionally discussed within the
context of social rank and social class, are often of little consequence. Instead,
it is the social capital of an individual that defines their wealth. An individual’s
social capital facilitates their ability to affect change or action that makes them
wealthy in online settings. Thus, we formally define social rank (SRank) for a
participant Pi as:
P
γ·

SRank(Pi ) = λ · SCap(Pi ) −

Pj ∈A(P
/
i)

(H(Pj , Pi ) · SCap(Pj ))
N −1

(5)

We define the negative argument of the social rank calculation as the social
detraction for participant Pi . We hypothesize that an individual who does not
follow their negotiated social identity creates conflict and hostility within in the
group. λ and γ are free parameters, which adjust the amount that the individual’s
social capital and social detraction play in determining their social rank.
Social detraction measures the amount of an individual’s disregard or deviance from their agreed upon social identity throw the reactions of others in
the group. The main component of the social detraction is H(Pj , Pi ) which is a
measure of hostility, or conflict, toward Pi as exhibited by another participant
Pj and is calculated as:
PT
H(Pj , Pi ) =

t=1

(Speaker(Pj , t) · T arget(Pi , t) · Haction (t))
TPj

(6)

where Haction (t) is the number of social acts indicative of hostility at turn t.
The group of participants who contribute to the social detraction of Pi are those
who are not in the set A(Pi ), i.e. those participants whose showed more negative
actions than positive actions toward Pi .
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Experimental Results

For evaluation, we gathered dialogues communicate in each language from Wikipedia
discussions, web forums, blog comments, and chat transcripts. The number of
dialogues used for training and testing are shown in table 1. The average number
of participants across the entire dataset was 7.8 for English, 16.7 for Arabic, and
8.3 for Chinese with an average of 40.8 turns in English, 29.0 turns in Arabic,
and 23.6 turns in Chinese. The training data consisted of dialogues in which a
leader may not have been present. The testing data consisted only of dialogues
in which there was a leader present.
Table 1. Number of dialogues used for training/development and used for testing per
language.
Language # Training Dialogues # Testing Dialogues
English
83
75
Arabic
135
25
Chinese
353
75

We set the parameters to equally weight each factor in the social capital
(as α = 0.33, β = 0.33, and δ = 0.33) and social rank (λ = 0.5 and γ = 0.5)
equations. We believe that these default set of parameters should provide decent
performance on a wider range of data genres. However, in the future we will
explore tuning the parameters to different genres (chat, forum, blog, etc.) of
data using a development set and grid search.
We compared social rank against a random baseline model (randomly picking one participant as the leader) and a motif model which discovers patterns
of social acts that are indicative of leadership. The motif model was used in [4]
to capture pursuits of power in dialogue. The motif model determines whether
or not a participant is exhibiting leadership qualities. The participant which
the motif model has the highest confidence of exhibiting leadership qualities was
then determined to be the leader of the dialogue. A motif model was constructed
for each of the languages using a set of Yes/No annotations over the training
data which was multiply annotated. The training data consisted of a total of 425
participants in English dialogues, 1,387 participants in Arabic, and 3,136 participants in Chinese with Yes/No annotations. The inter-annotator agreement rates
were 72.8% for English, 83.4% for Arabic, and 88.0% for Chinese. The testing
data consisted of an average of 8.3 participants in English, 4.2 participants in

Arabic, and 11.1 participants in Chinese (these averages differ than those found
in the entire dataset).
We also examined the performance when incorporating the confidence score
of the motif model into the social rank calculation. The equation for social rank
(SRank) after incorporating the motif model is as follows:
γ·
SRank(Pi ) = T L(Pi ) ·

λ · SCap(Pi ) −

P
Pj ∈D(Pi )

(H(Pj , Pi ) · SCap(Pj ))
N −1

!
(7)

where T L(Pi ) is the confidence that participant Pi exhibits leadership using
the motif model. Table 2 lists the accuracy for determining the one leader in
the dialogue for the random baseline, the motif model, social rank, and the
combination of social rank and the motif model.
Table 2. Comparison of accuracy results in determining the leader of a dialogue between using and not using social rank

English
Arabic
Chinese

Random
12%
24%
9%

Motif Social Rank Motif + Social Rank
26%
38%
40%
48%
52%
56%
48%
48%
52%

As illustrated in Table 2, social rank increased the accuracy in determining
the leader by 26% over baseline and 12% over the motif model for English, 28%
over baseline and 4% over the motif model for Arabic, and 39% over baseline for
Chinese. Chinese was the only language which social rank did not improve the
accuracy over the motif model. This most likely due to the large size of training
data used that existed to train the motif model which resulted in the model
generating better confidence scores. The incorporation of the confidence that
a participant was exhibiting leadership qualities generated by the motif model
into social rank resulted in improved accuracy for all three languages. English
improved by 2%, Arabic by 4%, and Chinese by 4% of social rank alone.

5

Conclusion

In this paper we presented a computational model for determining the group
leader in a dialogue using the sociological theories of social capital and social
rank. We evaluated social rank on dialogues communicated in English, Arabic,
and Chinese. We showed that the social rank can drastically increase performance over baseline (up to 39% for Chinese) and provides better accuracies
than a machine learning classifier. The incorporation of the classifier into the
social rank computation further boosted accuracies by 2% to 4%.
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